
The Customer Data 
 Platform Use Case Guide
Get beyond the hype by defining what you 
need from a CDP and why
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Hype is not a strategy 
Use cases are an important part of any technology purchase 
decision, but they are especially important when that purchase 
involves an emerging technology category with a lot of hype 
surrounding it. This is certainly true of customer data platforms 
(CDPs), which, as of this writing, sit atop the Gartner’s Hype 
Cycle for Digital Marketing & Advertising. 

What’s next for many CDP deployments is what Gartner calls the “Trough of 
Disillusionment.” The trough can be deeper than most people realize, driven by 
four crises:

• Crises of value: Questions surrounding the business and customer value of 
the initiative

• Crises of implementation: Technical implementation and integration chal-
lenges stemming from improper instrumentation or bloated requirements

• Crises of change: Organizational pushback on adoption and enacting policy 
changes necessary for success

• Crises of politics: Tensions arising over the CDP project’s sponsorship and 
roadmap priorities 
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Trigger
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Time
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How to use this guide
The good news is that these crises can largely be avoided with proper planning 
and communication, which entails having a clear understanding of a small 
number of uses cases that the CDP is designed to accomplish. If you identify 
just two or three, that’s probably not enough to ensure the platform design is 
extensible to future needs or to create enough value to align the entire orga-
nization. If you identify more than 20, you may never get out of design mode, 
and risk overpromising. That’s why most companies settle on between five and 
ten use cases as the basis for their initial roadmap. This guide will help you 
do just that.

Choose your use cases

When considering which five to ten use cases best suit your organization’s 
needs, you must set your sights both high and low, at the same time. You 
need to set your sights high enough that you are not just building for marginal 
improvement over your current marketing data, analytics, and vendor capabili-
ties, but that you are also able to address the future needs of both the business 

“You need to think big but start small and 
establish the foundations for growth.”
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and your customer. You need to be thinking about your data strategy in terms of 
the entirety of the customer experience, even if your company is not organized 
to serve customers in that way today. So pick use cases that span more than 

one team or function, at a minimum.

At the same time, you need to set your sights low enough that you don’t over-
look the tactical elements you will need to put in place before you can even 
start to do things like orchestrating omni- channel campaigns, or 
machine-learning powered AI. You need to 
think big but start small and establish the 
foundations for growth. 

Use our worksheets to plan your 

roadmap (pg 24)

This guide will help get you started by 
listing some common CDP use cases, 
in rough order from core foundational 
abilities to more advanced applications. 
While not every use case will apply to 
your situation, they should still provide 
you with a basis for your planning and research.
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Level 1

Manage data 
more efficiently 
and effectively
Master the fundamentals of proper data 
collection, management, and governance



   Marketing   

   Product   

Accelerate growth: Deploy new 
platforms and tools quickly, and 
decrease time-to-value

Accelerate time to value with new tools
Modern marketers want to innovate as quickly as their businesses and custom-
ers, but struggle to get the engineering resources needed to implement new 
tools. A CDP enables business users to create, update, and send data to mar-
keting and advertising platforms, without manual integration work and list pulls, 
enabling unparalleled speed and agility.

 J Learn how Lilly Pultizer does it, powered by mParticle

 J Check out mParticle’s gallery of 200+ pre-built connectors

Maintain roadmap integrity as business 
needs change
Digital product teams often struggle to maintain roadmap integrity amid a 
mountain of tech debt and ad hoc requests. By serving as a centralized data 
hub, a customer data platform is able to capture first, second, and third-party 
data through a single endpoint, and then share it with multiple systems without 
burdening engineering teams with implementating and maintaining integra-
tions. In turn, this allows companies to focus scarce technical resources on 
building the best, most differentiated product.
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Maximize analytics productivity: 
Free BI & analytics teams from time 
spent wrangling data

Resolve customer identities
A CDP can unify data from source systems at the individual level, even if each 
source system has a unique internal identifier, and attach it to a single cus-
tomer identity.

CDPs use personally-identifiable, deterministic data, like names, addresses, 
and emails, to manage known customers' identities, and then use it in addi-
tion to known customer IDs, current and historic personal data, and other 
attributes from third-party sources to create a persistent identifier. These 
persistent identifiers can help companies link all customer records across the 
enterprise, including sales, marketing, and service.

Some CDPs (including mParticle's) are also able to connect anonymous 
actions with known customer identities. Based on your data management 
and activation use cases, you can define how the CDP resolves anonymous 
actions and profiles. Companies can also use these definitions to build 
anonymized profiles and audiences for use in targeting, personalization, and 
performance measurement.

 J Learn why conventional approaches to identity management are broken
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   Analytics & Data    
   Engineering   
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   Analytics & Data    
   Engineering   

   Analytics & Data    
   Engineering   

Cleanse and normalize data from 
different sources
Different sources of data typically use distinct taxonomies for customer data 
points, making it difficult to analyze across properties. A CDP can apply con-
sistent data structures to customer interaction data, regardless of source, and 
keep these mappings in sync over time.

To avoid duplication, CDPs can also compare the same element from different 
sources to pick the most accurate or most current value. 

 J Hear how Bleacher Report automated data preparation with mParticle

 J Learn about Custom Rules

Enrich customer profiles
Some CDPs (including mParticle’s) can also integrate with second- and third-
party data sources to collect engagement information and attributes like loca-
tion, lifestyle, gender, demographics, and interests, among others. This data can 
be attached to the customer’s profile using pre-built connectors, which makes 
integrating new sources even faster.

 J Learn how Via appended location data to its customer profiles 
using mParticle
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Democratize data: Give business 
decision-makers firsthand access to 
customer data
Business stakeholders need firsthand access to customer data instead of 
waiting for Analytics or IT to provide it. A CDP can help companies democratize 
data access around a single source of truth by delivering and maintaining clean, 
complete data feeds to different business stakeholders’ systems of choice in a 
well governed (secure and privacy sensitive) manner.

 J Learn how Venmo did it, powered by mParticle

 J Check out mParticle’s gallery of 200+ pre-built connectors

 J Learn about mParticle’s data ingestion methods

Maximize IT productivity: Relieve IT 
from the onslaught of data requests 
and system integration projects
A CDP eliminates redundant instrumentation that diverts engineering time 
and effort, degrades the user experience, and poses a host of privacy and 
security risks. Events are tagged once and integrated into the CDP's platform; 
data is federated from there across the entire tech stack or to the tool of 
choice for testing and activation without the need for manual coding. Even 
when client-side instrumentation is not an issue, CDPs can save engineering 
teams from an onslaught of backend data requests and system integration 
projects. With the time saved there, IT can focus on building the best, most 
differentiated digital experiences, and addressing ever-growing compliance and 
governance regulations.

 J Learn about mParticle’s client SDKs
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   Marketing     

   Analytics & Data    
   Engineering   

   IT   
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   Product   

   IT   

   Marketing   

   Analytics & Data    
   Engineering   

   Product   

   IT   

   Marketing   

Mitigate risk: Govern data across 
systems and future-proof the 
organization

Comply with privacy standards and preferences
A CDP can serve as a central repository for customer preferences and consent 
permissions. The data can be updated in real time via API and used to inform 
which customers are added to particular data feeds and target audience lists 
and which are excluded.

 J Learn more about how a CDP can help address GDPR

 J Learn how mParticle handles GDPR Data Subject Requests

Future-proof your martech stack
A CDP can accommodate new connections that are not known in advance. This 
means users and vendors can easily build new connectors (where prebuilt ones 
don’t already exist) using a flexible API. This is important for accommodating 
new platforms, like Voice and IoT, where standards are still being developed, 
as well as existing platforms like Google and Facebook which are changing all 
the time.
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Level 2

Enhance 
customer insights
Better understand your customers 
and the “physics” of your business



Leave no data behind: Access 
granular, user-level data from mobile 
apps, connected devices, and 
IoT properties
The majority of active internet users still interact via browsers, making it the 
most important digital channel for consumers. As a result, web analytics are 
essential for marketing organizations; however, the shift towards mobile and 
connected device engagement has shown brands that they also need to be able 
to collect and analyze data from every touchpoint across the entire journey to 
understand how interactions influence customers. This can be tough because 
legacy systems were not built with mobile and connected devices in mind, but 
a CDP with platform-native SDKs (like mParticle’s) can bridge this gap. The CDP 
can collect data from apps then deliver it to legacy analytics platforms, creating 
a complete view of the customer’s journey.

 J Learn about mParticle’s Analytics integrations

View customers holistically: Develop 
better recommendations with a single 
view of the entire customer journey

Augment customer journey intelligence
Analytics teams require comprehensive customer profiles to enable accurate 
modeling of the customer journey. A CDP can assemble a complete set of inter-
actions between the company and each customer to create maps of customer 
touchpoints over time, with separate maps built for different segments, prod-
ucts, tasks, or locations. With this information, a CDP can help analysts identify 
the most productive paths and find the points where customers are falling out 
of the process. A CDP can also help analysts connect promotions offered (via 
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   Marketing   

   Analytics & Data    
   Engineering   

https://www.mparticle.com/integrations/category/user-analytics


   Analytics & Data    
   Engineering   

advertising, email, or a customer service agent, for example) to subsequent 
behaviors, both short-term and long-term.

 J Learn about mParticle’s Business Intelligence integrations

 J Learn about mParticle’s Analytics integrations

Enable nuanced, multichannel 
attribution analysis
Analytics teams require a complete, unified view of product, marketing, and 
service interactions—as well as customer purchases—in order to inform multi-
touch attribution models, which measure the impact of touchpoints and mes-
sages on business results at the user level. A CDP can consolidate the needed 
information at the individual level to inform this type of analysis. In addition, the 
CDP can keep track of the long-term value of acquired customers, associating 
campaign membership with full-lifecycle purchases, behaviors, and attributes.

 J Learn about mParticle’s data ingestion methods

 J Learn about mParticle’s Attribution provider integrations

Create a customer-centric product roadmap
Digital experience designers need to understand the digital user’s journey 
holistically (across mobile, web, and offline) so that they can prioritize future 
roadmap items based on customer needs and overall business impact. Using a 
CDP allows them to combine product, marketing, and purchase events through 
a single, combined data set in order to understand bottlenecks, identify key 
areas of improvement, and make better roadmap decisions.

 J Learn how Postmates did it, powered by mParticle

14 mParticle
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   Engineering   
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Increase testing and experimentation 
velocity: Create a test-and-learn 
culture to deliver results faster, save 
on costs, and be more effective
A test-and-learn culture empowers companies to make customer experience, 
marketing, and product decisions that cut through opinion, indecision, and 
uncertainty with data and insight. CDPs make testing simpler and more scal-
able across the board. They minimize the costs of failure by making it easy 
to revert data and tooling proven to be unsuccessful. Some CDPs (including 
mParticle’s) also make it easy to create experiment segments and holdout 
groups with which to test; experiment variants can be created based on cus-
tomer attributes and behaviors across systems, including entry channel, initial 
product purchased, content consumed, current sales funnel stage, and more. 
Finally, CDPs help users wrangle the data needed to evaluate results, as variant 
behavior can be gathered from source systems as well as third-party enhance-
ments for analysis.

 J Learn how Postmates did it, powered by mParticle

   Customer    
   Service   

   Analytics & Data    
   Engineering   

   Marketing   
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Level 3

Activate data 
across channels 
and devices
Enable optimized marketing, 
improved service experiences, 
and product-led growth



   Marketing   

   Marketing   

Increase revenue per customer: 
Deliver relevant messages at specific 
points in the purchase journey

Boost conversion of known customers at 
specific points in the journey
Brands need the ability to use every channel—including a mixture of paid and 
owned channels—to push customers stuck in their journey toward greater mon-
etization. A CDP can sync customer lists to both adtech and martech platforms, 
enabling brands to address specific bottlenecks in the customer journey with 
micro-targeted advertising. Customer lists can be selected based on any com-
bination of events, user profile attributes, and historical data available within a 
CDP. Unlike conventional (manual) methods, lists are updated in near real time 
to maximize relevancy and effectiveness. To access Walled Gardens, in partic-
ular, the process may require connections not available through other methods, 
such as homegrown integrations or DMPs.

 J Learn how Overstock did it, powered by mParticle

Enable segmented marketing across properties
Companies need to be able to personalize messages by segment to improve 
experiences and outcomes, but many legacy systems don’t collect and store 
the right customer data, at the right level, in the right way, at the right time. A 
CDP enables marketers to collect information about customer preferences and 
behaviors to determine what information, content, or offers are most likely to 
appeal to them. By using rule-based segmentation, customers are automatically 
placed into audience segments comprised of customers with similar behaviors, 
which can be used to power marketing campaigns across channels.

 J Learn how Overstock did it, powered by mParticle
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Increase conversion from unknown to 
known customers
Brands need to know who their audience is to market to them effectively. That 
means being able to convert a customer from unknown to known. A CDP can 
identify customers who have not yet registered and trigger messages encour-
aging registration. Once the conversion to “known” takes place, the CDP can tie 
data collected during unknown parts of the journey to the known record.

Remarket to abandoned carts or app/site visitors
A CDP can capture visitor behavior on one company site or app and deliver 
related messages when the same visitor appears on any other company-owned 
site or app—even if that person was anonymous when they abandoned. A 
CDP can also read behavior history to flag inactive customers. In addition to 
triggering an email or push message, it can also trigger special messages when 
customers appear on a different app/site or the same app/site. This is espe-
cially useful because the email addresses of inactive customers may no longer 
be valid.

 J Learn how Overstock did it, powered by mParticle

   Marketing   

   Marketing   
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   Marketing   

   Marketing   

Attract new customers: Build 
suppression & look a like audience lists 
to acquire customers more effectively

Suppress current users/customers from 
receiving irrelevant messages
Just as you can hypertarget who sees an ad, a CDP can create and sync 
suppression lists to paid media platforms to ensure campaign dollars are not 
spent targeting the wrong people. Using rules set by marketers, the CDP can 
move individual customers in and out of suppression lists as their attributes 
and actions qualify or disqualify them from receiving certain ad content. An 
example of good use of negative targeting rules would be an app install cam-
paign suppressing people who had already installed the app; or a “win back” 
promotion suppressing customers known to be unprofitable.

 J Learn how Seatgeek did it, powered by mParticle

Find more people who look like your 
best customers
Brands know that identifying more customers that look like their best custom-
ers is always a solid growth strategy. Using a CDP enables you to select your 
best customers based on value-based scores and pass numeric attributes 
and customer IDs to paid media platforms, like Facebook. You can then 
create lookalike audiences to find more customers like these. You can also 
use a CDP in combination with a bespoke or off-the-shelf attribution model 
to direct systems that programmatically calculate bids to reflect the value of 
each opportunity.

 J Learn about mParticle’s Facebook Audience

 J Learn about mParticle’s Snapchat Audience integration
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   Customer    
   Service   

   Marketing   

Retain and delight your most valuable 
customers: Orchestrate experiences 
across product, marketing, advertising, 
and customer service

Give customer service reps access to the 
latest information
Today’s customers expect everyone in an organization to have access to their 
complete history and respond appropriately. Yet the CRM systems used by 
many service centers often see only a portion of a customer’s data. The CDP 
can solve this problem by filling in the gaps and presenting the whole picture 
to every agent. That’s because the CDP will have access to information that 
such as Web behaviors, advertising history, and email campaigns. With some 
CDPs (such as mParticle's), the customer service system can access CDP data 
via API in real time, presenting key items in an easily consumed format and 
enabling drill down to details for the agent as needed.

 J Learn about mParticle’s User Profile API

 J Learn about mParticle’s Zendesk integration

Enable next-generation loyalty programs
Legacy loyalty programs focused on serving promotions to repeat customers 
rather than driving loyalty. The next-generation of loyalty programs use web/
app usage data, in-store purchases, loyalty status, points balances, redemption, 
and in-store inventory to make the optimal offer for each customer. A CDP 
makes these data points available to systems that use predictive modeling and 
optimization to find the best offers while balancing customer goals, business 
goals, and business constraints, and can help these systems deliver relevant 
messages across channels.
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Enable location-based marketing
A CDP can enable real-time personalization and outbound marketing for  
geo-targeted campaigns across platforms and channels. Specifically, the CDP 
can ingest location information from web and apps, append it with signals from 
location data services, apply rules to uncover opportunities, and then trigger 
relevant messages. This extends beyond conventional geo-fencing notification 
systems to inform multichannel messaging relevant to a person’s geographic 
context. For example, in-store app usage might trigger an email message 12 
hours later if the person visited a store but did not make a purchase.

 J Learn about mParticle’s location services integrations

Coordinate messages across channels
A CDP can be used as an orchestration layer that provides an overview of all 
activity across all sources, and sets rules to direct messages based on com-
plete information about the customer. Messages can then be personalized 
and delivered across all channels while maintaining a consistent customer 
experience. CDPs can also help customers set up cross-channel frequency 
capping, which limits the number of times an ad is scheduled to be displayed 
to a customer. Frequency capping reduces ad fatigue and ensures customers 
won’t grow tired of seeing your brand’s communication efforts.

 J Learn how Overstock did it, powered by mParticle

   Marketing   

   Marketing   
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Level 4

Fuel predictive 
personalization
Continuously adjust strategies and 
omnichannel experiences based on 
individualized customer needs



Activate predictive intelligence: 
Leverage modeled attributes to 
drive real-time engagement across 
channels, vendors, and devices
A CDP may ingest user scores from predictive models, whether they are 
homegrown or machine-generated, to provide the app or site CMS with real-
time support for recommendations. These recommendations can include first 
product, cross-sell, and upsell. In the cases where the CDP was also used to 
inform the models, these recommendations would be based on data captured 
across every channel, not just the one the user happens to be visiting at the 
time of receiving the message.

 J Learn how Overstock did it, powered by mParticle
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   Marketing   
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Overview 
worksheets
Now it’s your turn! Gather your colleagues, 
some markers and a whiteboard; it’s time to 
decide what use cases best suit your needs.
To inspire your thinking, you can use the worksheets on the following pages. 
Or create your own use cases. Send us a photo of your whiteboard or  
worksheets to mparticle@mparticle.com and we’ll provide feedback and 
some free mParticle t-shirts! 



   Marketing   

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

   Marketing        Analytics & Data Engineering   

   IT   

   Product        IT        Marketing         

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

   Product   

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

   Product        IT        Marketing   

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

Accelerate Growth

Maximize analytics productivity

Democratize data

Maximize IT productivity

Mitigate risk

Accelerate time to value with 
new tools

Resolve customer 
identities

Give business decision-mak-
ers first hand access to 
customer data

Relieve IT from data requests and 
system integration projects

Comply with privacy 
standards and preferences

Maintain roadmap integrity as 
business needs change

Cleanse and normalize data 
from different sources

Future proof your 
martech stack

Enrich customer 
profiles

Level 1 

Manage data more efficiently and effectively
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   Marketing   

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

   Customer Service        Analytics & Data Engineering         

   Marketing   

   Analytics & Data Engineering      Analytics & Data Engineering   

Leave no data behind

View customers holistically

Increase testing and experimentation velocity

Access granular, user-level data 
from mobile apps, connected 
devices, and IoT properties

Augment customer 
journey intelligence

Create a test-and-learn culture 
to deliver results faster, save on 
costs, and be more effective

Enable nuanced, multichannel 
attribution analysis

Create a customer-centric 
product roadmap

Level 2 

Enhance customer insights
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   Marketing   

   Marketing   

   Marketing   

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

   Marketing        Analytics & Data Engineering   

   Marketing      Marketing   

   Marketing   

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

Increase revenue per customer

Attract new customers

Retain and delight your most valuable customers

Boost conversion of known custom-
ers at specific points in the journey

Remarket to abandoned carts 
or app/site visitors

Coordinate messages 
across channels

Suppress current users/customers 
from receiving irrelevant messages

Give customer service reps access 
to the latest information

Enable segmented marketing 
across properties

Increase conversion from 
unknown to known customers

Enable location-based 
marketing

Find more people who look like 
your best customers

Enable next-generation 
loyalty programs

Level 3 

Activate data across channels & devices

   Customer Service        Marketing         

   Analytics & Data Engineering   

Activate predictive intelligence

Leverage modeled attributes to 
drive real-time engagement across 
channels, vendors, and devices

Level 4 

Fuel predictive personalization
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Other considerations
Use cases are the foundation of any system selection project. But they are just 
a starting point. Other factors to consider include:

• Existing systems: Each use case can be broken into a sequence of tasks.  
The CDP only needs to execute the tasks that existing systems cannot.  
So your CDP requirements must be viewed in the context of these other 
systems. If you plan to replace other systems, the expected capabilities of 
the replacements should be factored into the analysis. You may also decide 
that the CDP itself should replace some existing systems and add new 
requirements to the CDP to make this possible.  

• Available skills and resources: Systems are operated by people who 
need the skills and training to use them correctly. They also rely on other 
resources such as marketing programs, products, and business processes.  
Make sure all these are adequate before proceeding with CDP project. If they 
are not, plan to upgrade them as part of the CDP deployment or find CDP 
applications that your existing resources can support.

• Organizational alignment: Many CDP use cases rely on cooperation among 
different teams within marketing or between marketing and other depart-
ments. Ensure that necessary agreement is in place to take advantage of 
the capabilities the CDP will provide. Otherwise, the CDP will not deliver on 
its promise.
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Summary
Customer Data Platforms promise to deliver unified customer data—
something that every modern marketer knows they need. But using that data 
depends on a having the right set of capabilities for your particular objectives. 
Some of those capabilities will be provided by the CDP itself and others will 
be provided by other systems. Picking the right CDP requires identifying the 
capabilities you need, determining which of those your CDP should deliver, and 
then finding a CDP that meets your requirements. It’s a substantial amount of 
work to do this properly, but it’s work you’ll need to complete at some point 
before your CDP deployment. Doing it early in the process will ultimately save 
you time and help ensure you buy the system that best fits your needs. So it’s 
the best place to start.
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Get in touch
       www.mparticle.com 
       @mParticle 
       mparticle@mparticle.com

mParticle is trusted by the best brands.

https://www.mparticle.com
https://twitter.com/mparticle

